Within the reference system approach a method of calculation of plasmons excitations spectrum for the electron liquid model is proposed. It was made by transition from Matsubara's frequency representation to Heisenberg's one and to the mixed representation for the many-particle dynamical correlation functions of the reference system (ideal degenerated electron system) and for the dynamical local eld correction. For the ground state of model the plasmon dispersion curves are investigated in the wide region of the coupling parameter r s .
Introduction
The local-eld correction function for the electron liquid model was investigated for the rst time in the papers [1] [2] [3] . It was done in the terms of reference system approach in the variables (q; ), where q is the wavevector and = 2 n ?1 is the Bose-Matsubara frequency 4]. The local-eld correction G(q; ) in these variables has no any singularities at all which makes it very convenient for the calculations of di erent thermodynamic and structural characteristics 1, 2] . However, the mentioned approach makes also possible the investigation of dynamical characteristics. One of them is the spectrum of collective excitations -plasmons ! = !(q) which, as usual, 2. The local-eld correction function in (q; !) variables
The most direct way to obtain the local-eld correction G(q; To simplify the calculations of G(q; !) it is very useful the frequency over which the summation must be maken to be left the Matsubara's one. 
Dispersion coe cient of plasmons
We shall con ne the analytical investigation of the long-wave plasmon spectrum limit to the weakly nonideal systems approximation, using G 1 (q;~!) and G RPA 
